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Editorial – Imprecise probability
This special issue of the International Journal of Approximate Reasoning (IJAR) grew out of the 7th International Sym-
posium on Imprecise Probability: Theories and Applications (ISIPTA’11), organized by The Society for Imprecise Probability:
Theories and Applications (SIPTA) at the University of Innsbruck (Austria) in July 2011 (http://www.sipta.org/isipta11). The
biennial ISIPTA meetings have been well established among the leading international conferences on generalized methods
for uncertainty quantification. The first ISIPTA took place in Gent in 1999, followed bymeetings at Cornell, Lugano, Carnegie
Mellon, Prague andDurham. Innsbruck provided an excellent location for the 2011meeting, and in addition to the conference
programme it offered excellent opportunities for collaborations and informal discussions, and some outstanding sightseeing
both in the city and the surrounding Alps.
Following a selective refereeing process, 40 papers were presented at ISIPTA’11, all in a short plenary introduction and
overview followed by a poster presentation enabling detailed discussions. In addition there were 13 contributions as poster-
only presentations, which presented awider variety of topics, for example research ideas thatwere still being developed and
presentations of software. Furthermore, tutorials on imprecise probability in engineering were presented by Fulvio Tonon,
Alberto Bernardini and Michael Oberguggenberger.
At the conference, several activities were devoted to Bruno de Finetti, the founder of subjective probability, whose work
left a lasting imprint in probability, economics and science. Bruno de Finetti was born in Innsbruck in 1906, where he spent
the first 6 years of his life. The year 2011 marked the 80th anniversary of his famous “De Finetti Theorem” in Funzione
caratteristica di un fenomeno aleatorio, conceived in 1929, first published in 1930, but disseminated to the general public
through the Atti della R. Academia Nazionale dei Lincei in 1931. The conference featured a special historical session on Bruno
de Finetti. We were delighted and honoured that Fulvia de Finetti, Bruno de Finetti’s daughter, agreed to participate in the
conference and present a talk on Bruno de Finetti’s life. The first contribution in this Special Issue is an extended version of
her talk, which beautifully sets the stage for the themes addressed in the sequel. In her paper she highlights the scientific
contributions of Bruno de Finetti, imbedded in an account of his personal life and the historical circumstances. We thank
Fulvia de Finetti for sharing her memories with us and also for her kind permission to use historical documents from her
collection.
In the special session of the conference, her talk was followed by further historical accounts by Gert de Cooman, Teddy
Seidenfeld and Paolo Vicig, and Reinhard Viertl. Afterwards, the conference organizers arranged the unveiling of amemorial
tablet at Bruno de Finetti’s birth place in the presence of representatives of the City of Innsbruck and the University of
Innsbruck, as well as the conference participants.
Vicig and Seidenfeld presented a special invited paper at ISIPTA, entitled ‘Bruno de Finetti and Imprecision: Imprecise
Probability Does not Exist!’, an extended version of which is included in this issue. They review several of de Finetti’s
fundamental contributionswhere these haveplayed, and continue to play, an important role in the development of imprecise
probability research. They discuss de Finetti’s few and mostly critical remarks about the prospects for a theory of imprecise
probabilities, and provide an interesting speculation on how de Finetti might have judged the recent developments in the
field.
In their paper ‘Incoherence correction strategies in statistical matching’, Brozzi, Capotorti and Vantaggi present new
methods to remove incoherences, as typically result from logical constraints among the variables, in studies where informa-
tion from different data sources is combined. They present an illustrative example with data on employees from an Italian
population and household census, considering the variables age, educational level and professional status.
In their contribution ‘Likelihood-based imprecise regression’, Cattaneo and Wienczierz propose a new approach to re-
gression with imprecisely observed data. The method can cope with data uncertainty as diverse as outliers, missing data,
wrong observations and interval data. Their approach is based on likelihood functions on imprecise data. The authors apply
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their methods to socio-economic data from the German General Social Survey to find the relationship between age and
income; typically, all mentioned data uncertainties are encountered here.
The paper ‘Local computations in Dempster–Shafer theory of evidence’ by Jirousek is concerned with the formulation of
the counterparts of Bayesian networks in the theory of evidence. The author transfers the ideas of local computations in the
context of decomposable models into Dempster–Shafer theory of evidence, discusses the connection of the model structure
with the corresponding system of conditional independence relations, and shows that under special additional conditions,
one can locally compute specific basic assignments.
In their paper ‘Partially identified prevalence estimation undermisclassification using the Kappa coefficient’, Küchenhoff,
Augustin, andKunz study the problemof estimating the probability of an eventwhenonly indirect observations are available.
These indirect observations are relatedwith the event of interest but they can be erroneous and the associated sensitivity and
specificitymaynotbeknown.Theyconsider thecase inwhich foreachelementof thesample two independent replicateswith
the same sensitivity and specificity are available. In a precise probabilistic framework no consistent probability estimation is
possible due to identification problems. However, the authors show that an imprecise probability analysis provides relevant
information about the probability of interest, deriving tight identification intervals and corresponding confidence regions
for the true probability. The method is illustrated in an example with real data of prevalence of caries in children.
In their contribution ‘Updating credal networks is approximable in polynomial time’, Mauá, de Campos and Zaffalon
present a new variable elimination algorithm for exact computation of posterior inferences in extensively specified credal
networks. This new algorithm is the first known fully polynomial-time approximation scheme for inference in credal net-
works.
The paper ‘Conglomerable natural extension’, by Miranda, Zaffalon, and de Cooman, presents an extensive theoretical
studyof conglomerability. The concept of conglomerability is considered for different representations, desirable gambles and
lower previsions, and the relationships between them are shown. Focus is on the conglomerable natural extension, which is
the least committal coherent extension satisfying conglomerability. Themain result is that theprocedureproposedbyWalley,
namely assuming conglomerability and then applying natural extension, does not provide a conglomerable extension. The
sequence ofmodels obtained by a repeated application of this step (conglomerability and natural extension) stabilises if and
only if an element of this sequence is the conglomerable natural extension. These results open the possibility of modifying
the notion of natural extension in order to make it compatible with conglomerability.
Schmelzer’s paper, entitled ‘Characterizing joint distributions of random sets by multivariate capacities’, considers a
generalization to themultivariate case for the characterization of distributions of random closed sets by capacity functionals.
It is proved that the joint distribution of finitelymany random sets can be characterized by amultivariate set functionwhich
is completely alternating in each component, or alternatively by a capacity functional defined on complements of cylindrical
sets. An application to set-valued stochastic processes is presented.
In their paper ‘Forecasting with imprecise probabilities’, Seidenfeld, Schervish and Kadane review de Finetti’s two coher-
ence criteria for determinate probabilities. In the first criterion, coherence is defined in terms of previsions for a set of events
that are undominated by the status quo, while in the second criterion coherence is defined in terms of forecasts for events
undominated in Brier score by a rival forecast. Related to this second criterion, a new criterion of IP-coherence is presented,
which is based on a generalization of Brier score for IP-forecasts that uses one-sided, lower and upper, probability forecasts.
It is shown that there is no real-valued strictly proper IP-score, but a lexicographic strictly proper IP-scoring rule based on
Brier score is presented.
The paper ‘Never say not: impact of negative wording in probability phrases on imprecise probability judgments’, by
Smithson, Budescu, Broomell and Por, analyses field data of how lay persons translate probability expressions into nu-
merical values. The paper especially addresses imprecise probability judgements, in particular adherence of individuals to
superadditivity, subadditivity and conjugacy for lower and upper probabilities. Interestingly, the degree of adherence to
these rules was found to be high. Methodologically, a mixed beta regression model is employed in the analysis.
In thepaper ‘Robust detection of exotic infectious diseases in animal herds: a comparative studyof three decisionmethod-
ologies under severe uncertainty’, by Troffaes and Gosling, Bayesian statistics, info-gap theory and imprecise probability
theory are applied to the robust detection of infectious diseases in animal herds. All these different decision methodologies
are compared with the result that, under rather general conditions, every info-gap solution is maximal with respect to a
suitably chosen imprecise probability model, so the set of maximal options can be inferred, at least partly, from an info-gap
analysis.
In their contribution ‘Evaluating credal classifiers by utility-discounted predictive accuracy’, Zaffalon, Corani, and Mauá
consider the important problem of comparing credal classifiers, a crucial issue for experimental evaluations which thus
far has lacked a well founded and justified procedure. First, they introduce a betting framework and prove that, under
reasonable assumptions, discounted accuracy is the only way to evaluate indeterminate predictions. Then, they introduce
subjective preferences to discriminate between amodel that provides a set as prediction and another that randomly chooses
between its elements. This gives rise to the utility-discounted predictive accuracy which is their proposal to compare credal
classifiers. An extensive experimentation is carried out using this measure to evaluate the performance of different precise
and imprecise classifiers.
As has become a highly valued tradition, the IJAR Young Researcher Award, generously provided by Elsevier, was awarded
at the meeting. The Selection Committee had received applications from excellent young researchers with various special-
isations and at different stages of their career, and had decided to divide the award to a selection of the applicants whose
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contributions to the field stand out, taking the stage of their career into account. The Prize in Gold was awarded to Bern-
hard Schmelzer (Austria), the Prize in Silver was awarded to Rebecca Baker (UK), Richard Crossman (UK), Nathan Huntley
(UK), David Sundgren (Sweden) and Gero Walter (Germany), with further honorable mention for Jasper de Bock (Belgium),
Mohamed Boujelben (Tunisia) and Gerardo Simari (UK).
The papers presented in this special issue of the International Journal of Approximate Reasoning are closely related to
papers presented at ISIPTA’11. The guest editors selected eleven conference papers from the many excellent contributions,
togetherwith the two papers related to the special historical session on Bruno de Finetti. These papers reflect thewide range
of topics at the conference and fit well with the focus of the journal. Authors of these conference papers were invited to
submit a related full-length paper, all invited authors kindly accepted this invitation. Subsequently, each paper was carefully
reviewed again by two external referees and by the guest editors. The papers in this special issue provide ample evidence of
the success of ISIPTA’11 and of the progress of research and applications involving imprecise probabilities.We hope that they
alsomotivate readers to participate in the 8th International Symposium on Imprecise Probability: Theories and Applications
(ISIPTA’13), to be held in Compiegne, France, in July 2013 (http://www.sipta.org/isipta13).
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